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Editorial

Disclaimer
The ideas and opinions expressed in this publication are purely those 
of the contributors and should not be construed as the policies of the 
Editor, the Committee, or the Club. Whilst every care is taken to ensure 
the information in this publication is correct, no liability can be accepted 
by the authors of the Jensen Owners’ Club magazine for loss, damage 
or injury caused by errors in, or omissions from, the information given.

Publication
The Jensen Owners’ Club magazine is published bi-monthly on the 1st of 
each month starting in January. Articles for the magazine are welcomed 
for publication by the Editor, together with electronic copies of photos 
which are preferred to maintain the highest printing quality. The Club 

endeavours to take good care of all material submitted, but cannot 
be held responsible for loss or damage, nor can it guarantee a specific 
publication date. Advertising is accepted on the basis that there is no 
guarantee of a specific publication date and that the Club has the right 
to refuse or withdraw advertisements at its discretion, nor does it accept 
liability for clerical or printer’s errors although every care is taken to 
avoid mistakes.

Digital copies
Digital copies of the magazines are available to view online 
in the members’ section of the website. To get access to this 
please contact the club’s IT Officer, Zac Marshall – IT@joc.org.uk  
– please note that these electronic magazines are restricted to Jensen 
Owners’ Club members only.

Welcome to Torque 10, which 
I hope you will all enjoy 

reading. It includes a very detailed 
article about installing a Mopar six-
speed auto box in an Interceptor, an 
excellent article by Stuart Turner on 
leather restoration, a brake article 
from Australia, and finally an article 
upon my own trials and tribulations 
with my FF over the years. 

Torque 10 is issued free of charge to our advertisers, as the JOC’s 
way of thanking them for all their support over the preceding months, 
without their support we would not be so financially sound. So please 
support them as much as you can, and especially mention their advert 
in the JOC magazine whenever you use their services!

This will be the last magazine that I will edit, as I hand over to Leah 
Watts for the next Jan/Feb 2020 issue. I hope you will all support her 
with articles in the same manner as you’ve done for me over the last 
six years; I took over the Editorial reins in 2013. Doesn’t time fly when 
you’re enjoying yourself.....

I thoroughly enjoyed this year’s Classic car Show at the NEC, a report 
of which will hopefully be in the next magazine. It was good to talk to 
people about their Jensens as well as the stand’s cars; the enthusiasm 
for the Jensen marque was widespread. I do feel, though, that the 
enthusiast base is changing. For the better. Yes, there were still some 
classics being trailered to the NEC, but I delighted in advising them 
that no, of course not, I drove my car there. Why would you not drive 
it there? Just as vintage wine is ultimately for drinking, so our cars are 
for DRIVING. 

On my way to Birmingham it rained steadily, with lots of spray and 
muck being thrown up by the traffic. There was one poor soul in his 
AC Cobra (I think it wasn’t even an original) driving slowly along in 
the inside lane of the road at 40mph – why? I admit to having a wry 
smile on my face as I passed him at a steady 70mph..... As a result 

perhaps my car was indeed rather dirty upon arrival at the NEC, but 
having washed the top half of my car, Kevin Birch very kindly cleaned 
the bottom half for me (I’m still recovering from a spinal operation 
and have difficulty bending down). Daniel on our stand then kindly 
vacuumed out the car’s footwells as he was cleaning the stand’s 
carpet anyway. Prize must go to Steve Zacaroli though, who insisted 
on cleaning my windscreen since he felt (despite Helen Newby being 
impressed by how clean the glass looked) that it was letting the car 
down..... 

We are very much indeed the Friendly Club!

Paul

Early days with my FF - the RHS chassis tube being replaced
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A view from the bridge

Chairman’s Interception

Firstly, I would like to thank Paul Strange 
for all the effort he has put into 

producing well over 30 JOC magazines 
and now concluding his days as Editor 
with Torque 10. 

From what I have been told about the 
content, not having seen it, it would seem to 
be a very interesting mix of articles. I hope 
you will all agree.

Torque has been published over the years as a technical content 
“bonus” edition for club members. It has been well received and 
possibly has inspired or assisted members to undertake those upgrades 
or maintenance issues that were possibly looking a bit out of reach.

I know I have read articles and thought: maybe, one day. I know there 
are things that could be improved upon my car, but it keeps going 

(most of the time) and when it hasn’t, it has been something simple 
(with one exception the gear box) but finding out what that simple 
thing is, has often been the challenge. But that’s part of being a Jensen 
owner, isn’t it?

So as you hopefully will be reading this before Christmas, may I 
take the opportunity to wish all of you around the world a Happy 
Christmas and a Prosperous New Year, and to remind you the Club 
Shop has got some excellent items that would make very suitable 
gifts for one and all.

Keep those V-8’s rolling. Oh and every other type of engines that 
Jensen used over the years.

 
 

Shaun

Upgrades or maintenance issues occur on Sat Navs too.....
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Cars always arriving - call for details

Appleyard parts, 
servicing & Sales

C-V8 MKI & MKII new rear bumpers; NEW MKI & FF MKI cotton 

reel head rests now available in choice of colours; 

NEW bumpers for MKIII; NEW chrome eyeball vents; 

Now taking orders for S/S Interceptor 

door handles; NEW remote adjustable 

door mirrors; Wide range of quality 

performance 383/440 Performer manifolds; Full range of 

carpet sets Interceptor, FF, Healey. CALL FOR DETAILS

OPENING HOURS
Monday - Friday  9-6pm  
Saturday 9am-1pm

CALL ANDY

FOR DETAILST +44 (0)115 932 5320   F +44(0)115 932 3809 
R Appleyard Parts Ltd
Plot 6b Unit 1A · Quarry Hill Industrial Park · Ilkeston · Derbyshire · DE7 4RB · England
M 07917 671 116    W www.jensen.co.uk    E info@jensen.co.uk

TOO MANY PARTS TO LIST!
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Transmission

One of my favorite quotes is by Dr. Leonard McCoy from the 
movie Star Trek. "And they probably redesigned the whole 

sickbay, too! I know engineers, they LOVE to change things.".

I am an engineer. My 1974 Jensen Interceptor III is my sickbay. The only 
requirement is that it needs to always LOOK like a Jensen- but be able 
to be returned to absolutely stock condition if the need arises. I try to 
make the car better- the way Jensen would do it if they were doing it 
now. I am the 2nd owner of this car- its numbers all match. 

The engine is essentially the stock Mopar 440 with a few modifications. 
It is shown on the next page. Stock lower end and exhaust manifolds, 
aftermarket aluminium heads (440 source Stealth heads), valve train, 
Edelbrock Victor FI intake manifold. I kept the stock components in case 
I want to switch back. The engine is fuel injected and turbocharged. The 
FI system is an Accel DFI multipoint fuel injection with wideband O2. It 
uses a F.A.S.T. 4 barrel throttle body in the standard carburetor location 
on the intake manifold. It also uses an Accel FI distributor.

The turbocharger system is unique and requires a bit of explanation. It 
is designed around a Holset HE351VE variable nozzle turbocharger, with 

boost controlled by a custom Arduino based controller. The turbo sucks 
air through the annular air cleaner, flows through the front-mounted 
intercooler, then pressurizes the throttle body through a custom 
investment cast aluminium bonnet as shown in the photo. 

During operation, the turbo nozzle is set wide open until the throttle 
is opened greater than 20%, then the nozzles automatically adjust to 
maintain a specified manifold boost. Below 20%, no boost - above 
20%, regulated boost. The car drives like a stock Jensen below 20% 
(adjustable) throttle, above that horsepower jumps dramatically...... 

Since the turbo nozzle closes so quickly, and the turbo can match the 
boost requirements of the engine at nearly any RPM, this set-up can 
reach maximum boost at low rpms. This makes the car fun to drive but 
imposes torque requirements on the transmission. For example, with 
boost set at 15 psi (1 atmosphere), the maximum torque from the 440 
Mopar engine will be approximately 2 x standard, or something like 800 
lb-ft. While the maximum output of this engine is limited by air and fuel 
flow (turbo size, piping, fuel injectors) to about 600 HP, torque is high 
and constant. The torque-speed characteristics of this system vaguely 
resemble that of a high speed diesel engine.

Install a 6 speed Mopar 
autobox into a MkIII

Photo 1 My 1974 Jensen Interceptor in the sickbay!
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My 66RFE transmission is shown in the next photo. I purchased this 
for something like $1200.00 from Jantz Automotive in Kenosha, 
Wisconsin. It was from a 2014 5 ton truck that was used in a 
government side impact test. It was essentially new, with less than 
20 miles on it. Rather than outlining all the due diligence I did on 
transmission choices prior to settling on the 66RFE, I'll just list some 
of the characteristics I considered important:-

1. Mopar. 
  While I would consider any transmission manufacturer, I prefer 

to use the same manufacturer transmission as OEM in the JI.

2. History of JI swaps. 
   The 66RFE is essentially the same case as the 45RFE, 545RFE, 

65RFE, etc. Some of these have been swapped into Jensen 
Interceptors.

3.   High torque capability.
  The 66RFE is a truck transmission. It shares many of the internals 

of the 68RFE used behind diesel engines. 6 gear planetaries, big 
clutches and shafts, etc. Many modern automatic transmissions 
use torque control to prevent slippage during shifts. For instance, 
the other Mopar transmission I considered is the NAG1 that is 
used in many Mopar and Mercedes vehicles. This transmission is 
smaller and more modern than the 66RFE and can be modified 
for racing. Experts cautioned me, however, I would have a 
"flare" on shifts without some form of torque control, such as 
momentarily reducing timing, etc. Can't do that without having 
the trans controller talk to the engine controller. Easier and safer 
to just use a beefier transmission to begin with.

4. Controller availability. 
  The heart of any modern transmission is the controller. "Old 

timey" automatic transmissions were designed to shift with 
only one action, such as engaging a band or clutch. Modern 
transmissions are "clutch to clutch" design, where one clutch has 
to disengage in exact timing to another clutch engaging. Timing 
is everything. Jason at www.transmissiontuner.com mentioned 
swapping of the 68RFE into older trucks with his programming 
on a PCS controller. I had him investigate controlling the 66RFE. 
It works beautifully.

5. Gear Ratios. 
  For acceleration, an overall gear ratio (from the engine to the 

rear tires) of about 10:1 is best. My stock rear end ratio is 3.07, 
which means I'm looking for a first gear ratio of 3.25. The first 
gear of the 66RFE is 3.23. The next thing to look for is the top 
speed RPM. A good starting point is setting the top gear to give 
something like 2000 RPM at 80 mph. With nominal 25" tires and 
the 3.07 rear end ratio means I'm looking for a top gear ratio of 
0.606. The 66RFE has a top gear ratio of 0.625. The next thing 
to look for is gear spread. More gears are better- they result in 
less RPM drop on shifting, and they should be uniformly spaced. 
The 66RFE is a true 6 speed with uniform gear splits.  Here is a 
link to a YouTube video that describes the 66RFE in relation to 
the other similar Mopar transmissions:  https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=3Wxe5cA09II.

Does It Fit?
The Jensen Interceptor is a car designed around the transmission. 
The transmission is between the seats rather than below the floor. 

Photo 2 The 440 engine with EFI and turbocharger fitted, power approx 600 bhp and 800 lb. ft of torque.....
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The transmission tunnel is fiberglass rather than steel, and the 
console fits (loosely) over the tunnel. The hardest thing about the 
swap is the unique nature of the Jensen frame rails.

The frame is notched for transmission clearance. The first thing I 
did after removing the Torqueflite and receiving the 66RFE was do 
a mock-up of the frame rails. Even though I had bought the 66RFE I 
had not committed to installing it - until I determined how I would 
have to modify the car. 

Photo 3 Mopar 66RFE transmission

 Photo 4 shows the 66RFE within the Frame Rail mock-up. Notice the TorqueFlite the left.  
The new transmission is much larger where the tailshaft housing attaches to the main case
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I made an exact template of the tailshaft flange to test in the car, as 
shown in these two photos 5 & 6. The dowel shown goes through the 
template of the tailshaft flange and represents the driveshaft centerline 
and is used for positioning within the transmission tunnel as shown in 
the photo below. 

Photo 7 shows the driveline centerline mock-up in the crankshaft pilot to measure the transmission tunnel  
for potential interferences. Note the rear of the engine in relation to the right frame rail cut-out. 
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After many hours of aligning and measuring, I concluded the 66RFE 
would fit the Interceptor with minor, but acceptable, modifications to 
the transmission adapter, the starter motor, the transmission case, the 
rear transmission mount, the gear shifter, and fiberglass transmission 
tunnel. The Interceptor center console would be unchanged.

The adapter is from JVX. The photo at left is the initial fit of the adapter 
plate onto the transmission, just to check to see if it would work. John 
at JVX was unsure about the 66RFE.  Note I marked the holes to the 
engine, including the dowel holes and starter motor holes.

Photo 8 JVX Transmission adapter plate Photo 9 shows an important step - determining  
the torque converter flexplate clearance. Turns out the  

JVX adapter system was spot on

Photo 10 The red thing shown here is an exact template I 
made of  the TorqueFlite transmission mount. I placed it on 

the engine to check for clearance.

Photo 11 shows how I transferred the frame rail clearances 
to the transmission adapter. I used Post-Its to exactly map 
the frame rail locations to the transmission template. Next 
I pulled off the template with the Post-Its, and transferred 

these to the transmission adapter
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Photo 12 shows the adapter with tape showing the positions to cut. Photo 13 shows the modified adapter mounted on the engine 
        with the new starter motor in place. Both sides of the adapter

        need to be cut where it hits the frame rails

Photo 14 the new Powermaster  
starter motor

Note that the adapter has been contoured 
on both sides more extensively than 
shown in photo 12. Also, note the left 
side frame rail is not flat on the inside of 
the cut-out section. 

This undercut makes transmission 
installation more difficult. Also note that 
I added an aluminum piece to the right-
side bottom of the adapter. This is to pick 
up another transmission mounting hole 
that was a near-miss. (This was made 
from 1" thick aluminum plate that was 
machined down for the 1/4" adapter 
plate then bolted and epoxied to the 
plate. Probably not necessary, but I did it 
anyway). 

Photo 14 shows the new starter motor 
from the transmission side. It is a 
Powermaster without the nose cone. I 
used this version because the nose cone 
would require an even larger hole through 
the transmission bellhousing. I checked 
the starter motor gear-flexplate gear end 
and radial clearances. They were good! Be 
aware - this starter motor positions 
the electrical contacts very close to 
the block!!

Transmission case modifications
Once I had the adapter modified to fit 
into the car, the next step is cutting up 
the bellhousing on the transmission:-
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Photo 15 There are 5 places the transmission case has to be 
modified. The photo shows the right bellhousing. (left in the 
photo). Cut off the section that protrudes past the adapter

Photo 16 shows what the right side looks like after cutting

Photo 17 shows the right side after cutting with the adapter plate in place.  Note: - cut the 
transmission short of the adapter to keep it neat.
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Photo 18 The left side (right of this photo) needs to be modified in two locations.  
First, as shown here, the bolt hole needs to be modified for the engine attachment. 

Photo 19 shows the left side with the adapter in place. You 
can see the location of the starter motor. During starting, 
when the starter motor gear is engaged with the flexplate, 
the starter motor gear will hit the bellhousing. Small block 

Mopars mount the starter motor in a different location 
than the big blocks. Make a hole in the bellhousing for 

clearance to the running starter motor. Remember what I 
said about not using a starter motor with a nose cone???

Photo 20 shows the starter motor hole from the outside. Looks 
a bit better from this side. Note the slotted mounting hole we 

made in photo 19.
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BRAKES
541 · CV-8 · Interceptor · Healey
Professional remanufacturing service 

for all Jensen brake calipers
In house service, every caliper has full zinc plated finish, new caliper 
pistons, seals, bleedscrews and pad fittings. Rears are complete with 
reworked hand brake assemblies. All are fluid pressure tested and carry 
12 months warranty. Available off the shelf for exchange or your own 
units re-manufactured exclusively for you. Dunlop piston and cylinder 
assemblies also remanufactured using stainless steel inserts

Calipers
Prices are per single unit

541 Dunlop F £168

541 Dunlop R £185

541R/S/CV-8 F £168

541R/S/CV-8 R £185

Interceptor MKI F £168

Interceptor MKI R £185

Interceptor MKII/III F £74

Interceptor MKII/III R £185

Healey F £44

Piston/cylinder
Prices are per single assembly

541 early type F £72

541 early type R £72

541R/S/CV-8 F £72

541R/S/CV-8 R £72

Interceptor MKI F £72

Interceptor MKI R £72

Caliper seal kits
Prices are shown for axle set of seal

All Dunlop F £35

All Dunlop R £28

Interceptor MKII/III F £28

Interceptor MKII/III R £28

Healey sports F £16

Caliper pistons
Prices shown per single piston

Interceptor MKII/III small F £18

Interceptor MKII/III large F £18

Interceptor MKII/III small R £18

Interceptor MKII/III large R £18

Healey sports  F £14

Servo assemblies
Prices shown for reconditioned unit - Ex

541/CV-8 lockheed remote  £215

Interceptor girling direct   £200

Dunlop FF servo   £250

Healey servo   £135

Master cylinders
Reconditioned master cylinders - Dunlop 
cylinder single line as fitted to 541 and 
CV-8 to 1965, reconditioned with stainless 
steel sleeve, new seals etc   £155

Dunlop cylinder tandem as fitted to CV-8 
and Interceptor to 1968 reconditioned 
with stainless steel sleeve.   £155

Girling replacement cylinder to replace the 
original Dunlop tandem cylinder  £155

Interceptor MKI/II Girling 7/8”  £155

Interceptor MKIII Girling 1”   £155

Interceptor MKIII FAG   £125

Healey sports Girling original  £155

Master cylinder  
seal kits

CV-8/Interceptor MKI to 1968  £28

Interceptor MKII 7/8”   £22

Interceptor MKIII Girling 1”   £22

Healey sports   £22

Prices plus VAT and carriage

Mail order service - export

All major credit and debit cards 
accepted

CLASSICAR AUTOMOTIVE
Unit A · Alderley · Chelford · Cheshire · SK11 9AP

Telephone 01625 860910 · Fax 01625 860925

sales@classicbrake.co.uk
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WOOLIES
Trim, Upholstery, Fittings &  

Jensen Leather Renovation Kits
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Market Deeping, Peterborough PE6 8AR • Tel : 01778 347347

Woolies.indd   1 11/10/2019   12:18

For more information about advertising in the 

Jensen Owners’ Club magazine

please contact  
ads@joc.org.uk
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Photo 21 shows the 66RFE installed in the Jensen. Note the "ear" on 
the end of the transmission hits the floor on the right side. Cut it off 
so the transmission can sit centered in the car. It will look like Photo 
22 after modification and centering assembly of the car to minimize 

U-joint problems

 Photo 22. Notice the grey tube in the bottom of  Photos 21 and 
22. That is an alignment tube that mimics the driveshaft in the 
final install. The transmission needs to be aligned with the rear 
axle. This is part of the rear transmission mount location and 

design. This is the 4th location to modify the transmission case.

Photo 23 shows the stock JI rear transmission mount. We will modify 
the lugs that are welded to the frame rails

Rear transmission mount
The rear transmission mount of the 66RFE aligns within 1" of the 
Torqueflite mounting location. Unfortunately, the 66RFE is too wide 
to fit between the mounting lugs of the Jensen. Only solution, modify 
(i.e., cut them off) the JI rear trans mounting lugs.

Photo 24 shows the left side lug and the transmission cardboard 
template. The right side is similar.
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Photo 25 shows how I cut the Jensen transmission lugs. This shot shows the left side and Photo 26 shows the right side

Photo 27 shows the new aluminum rear transmission mount. It is a straight bar 3" x 1”" thick. Note the transmission mounting holes are 
not on the bar centerline. This is the offset I previously mentioned between the Torqueflite and 66RFE mounting locations.

Photo 28 shows the new 
transmission mount in 
place. This view is taken 
from the front of the Jensen 
looking rearward. The actual 
transmission mount is a low 
profile urethane transmission 
mount located above the 
aluminum bar. 
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Photo 29 shows how the aluminum bar 
is attached to the frame.  I cut the lugs 
vertically about 1" from the inside edge 
of the frame rails, as shown in Photos 25 
and 26. This left a shelf welded onto the 
rails. I used a piece of 1/4" steel plate that 
I tapped for 3/8" machine screws. The 
machine screws go through the aluminum 
plate from the bottom, as shown in Photo 
28 and thread into the steel plate as shown 
in Photo 29.  The steel plate distributes 
the rear transmission mount loads into 
the existing Jensen transmission mount 
lugs then into the frame rails.....all without 
welding.  I kept the cut-off legs of the 
transmission mount lugs. Maybe someday 
I will want to restore the JI with the old 
TorqueFlite, but that isn't likely.

Gear shifter
The stock Jensen Interceptor gear shifter works well with the 66RFE. 
The pattern is the same, the spacing between detents is the same, and 
the stock shifter cable attaches to the new transmission shift arm. I 
just hooked the neutral safety switch and reverse lamp wires from the 
PCS controller into the Jensen wiring harness and everything worked. 

The only problem was interference between the Jensen shifter and 
the top of the transmission. I raised the existing stock Jensen shifter 
as much as I could while still keeping the mechanism below the 
console, cut off the bottom of the shifter housing, and cut off part of 
a transmission stiffener web. 

Photo 30 shows what is under the console in a stock Jensen Interceptor.  
The shift mechanism can be raised about 5" without hitting the top plate. 
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Photo 31 shows the JI shifter raised up by 3/4" with square aluminum tubing. This is the maximum amount 
it can be raised and not interfere with the stock center console. 

Photo 32 shows the stock Jensen shifter mechanism. It is too deep. I cut the bottom  
off the metal housing and reformed it from a sheet of rubber.
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Photo 33 shift mechanism modifications

Photo 34 shows the clearance between 66RFE/gearshift

Photo 33 shows the shift mechanism can with a line at the location 
to cut.

Photo 34 shows the clearance between the 66RFE and the JI shift 
mechanism. The bottom of the can has been cut off and the top 
stiffener web of the transmission has been ground down. Still tight! 
That's why I used a rubber boot to seal the bottom of the shifter can. 
It needs to conform to the top of the transmission to seal water out 
of the mechanism.

Photo 35 shows the top stiffener rib that needs to be partially removed 
for the transmission shifter to sit correctly.
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The new driveshaft is shorter and stronger than the stock driveshaft. Photo 36 shows the stock driveshaft (top) compared to the new driveshaft 
(bottom). The new driveshaft yoke (left) did not come with the transmission. I had the new driveshaft made at the local driveline shop for about 

$500.00. I asked the driveline guy about the strength of my stock rear-end. He said the driveshaft acted as a fuse in the drivetrain and would break 
before the rear-end blew up. After he built this, he told me the rear-end would break first.....

Fiberglass Transmission Tunnel
The Jensen Interceptor fiberglass transmission tunnel has to be 
enlarged in 3 locations- the left and right sides as well as where the 
shift cable enters.

Photo 37 shows the transmission sitting in the car. 
The rear of the transmission is supported by the 2” x 4” on ropes. 

Note the earlier mention that the Jensen is a car built around 
the transmission? The point of maximum interference is at the 

tailshaft flange.

This part is itchy! Photo 38 shows where I cut the fiberglass 
transmission tunnel for clearance. Note the gear shifter in place 

but spaced up ¾”.
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Photo 39 shows how I modified the fiberglass transmission tunnel. Wood spacer blocks position the aluminum screen away from the 
transmission. The aluminum screen is glued onto the existing fiberglass. I used aluminum screen as a form for the new fiberglass because it 

can be molded in 3 dimensions easily to get a smooth contour.

The completed transmission tunnel is shown in Photo 41. Note the new hole I cut for the transmission controller cable.  
It is large to allow the connector to pass through. All the new bump-outs fit within the stock console trim pieces.  

Editor's note:- Photo 40  - again of the transmission tunnel was omitted for space reasons
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enters the valve. If too cold, it is sent back to the transmission. If it is 
too hot, it is sent to the cooler, where it returns to the valve then to 
the transmission. Make sure this valve is plumbed correctly!

Photo 44 shows the top console trim installed. No shifter in place in 
this photo, but it fits as well. The shifter arm extends 3/4" more than 
stock, but it isn't noticeable - even to me. The stock shift quadrant 
pattern of PRND21 exactly matches what is required for the 66RFE in 
the correct positions and detents -.BONUS!!!

While I'm on the topic of shift quadrants, Photo 45 is a view of how 
the stock Jensen shift cable is attached to the 66RFE. I made a new 
aluminum bracket to hold the end of the cable and then the cable 
attaches to the shifter of the transmission. It is a tight fit but works 
well. 

Photo 42 shows the console going back together, looking for 
interference between the newly bumped-out fiberglass transmission 
tunnel and the console side pieces. It fits tightly. Notice the brown 
nicks in the side pieces? 42 year old original Jensen leather.

The 66RFE transmission cooler lines are much larger than the 
TorqueFlite. Photo 43 shows a comparison. The Jensen (TorqueFlite) 
is on the top. I didn't use the truck 66RFE cooler lines shown on the 
bottom, they wouldn't fit. Instead, I used the special fittings shown at 
the top of the photo to adapt with rubber hoses to aluminum tubing 
to run to the front mounted thermostatic control valve. This valve is 
shown on the left of Photo 3.  

The valve has 4 fittings- transmission hot, transmission cold, cooler 
hot, and cooler cold. In operation, hot fluid from the transmission 

Photo 42 Photo 43 transmission cooler lines

Photo 44

Transmission cooler
The 66RFE needs a good external transmission cooler. The stock Jensen 
in-the-radiator system just won't do. Modern transmissions are more 
sensitive to transmission fluid viscosity (temperature) than the old 
TorqueFlite design, so use the factory thermostatic transmission fluid 
control valve also.

Photo 45
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Photo 46 Photo 47

I mentioned the truck cooler lines wouldn't fit the Jensen. Photo 46 
shows the special cooler fittings with a tight 90 degree end on the 
right side of the transmission. The red plug shown is where the dipstick 
goes. No - the truck dipstick wouldn't work. I used an aftermarket 
cable dipstick that runs over the transmission and ends up near the 
brake reservoirs on the left side of the vehicle.

The aluminum transmission lines run forward to the new transmission 
cooler. Photo 47 shows the new lines exiting the front of the Jensen just 
inside of the right headlight. This is where I mounted the thermostatic 
control valve. Note the turbo intercooler on the right of the photo. 

The transmission cooler is mounted low in the front of the vehicle. 
Photo 48 shows the new transmission cooler behind the lower front 
valance of the Jensen. Although not shown, the thermostatic control 

valve is mounted above and to the left of the cooler. Rubber hoses 
from the cooler to the valve, rubber hoses from the valve to the 
aluminum transmission lines. 

Transmission Controller
The controller is the heart of this swap. Mine is a PCS TCM-2000 I 
sourced from Jason at Transmission Tuners. It came with the wiring 
harness for the 66RFE and initial programming. It needs an input from 
a Throttle Position Sensor (TPS). If you have a carbureted engine you 
will need to add one.

I mounted my controller as shown in Photo 49. This location interferes 
with a full-size stereo, so I swapped my radio for a short version that 
didn't have a built-in CD player. I never listen to CD's anyway, these 
days I can listen to pre-recorded music on a memory stick.  I ran the 
programming connector (USB) out into the glove box.Photo 48

Photo 49
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In addition to the large multipin main connector to the transmission, 
there are 2 additional connectors. Photo 50 shows the tightest of these, 
located on the left side. This connector takes a bit of maneuvering for 
attachment. It is also shown in Photo 45.

Jason does all the transmission programming. I sent him my desired 
shift points (maximum engine RPM, etc) and he generated an initial 
program.

He had me drive the car with my laptop attached in data log format, 
using light throttle but having the transmission shift through all gears. 

I sent this file to him, he gave it some tweeks, and sent me a new 
program that I downloaded into the controller. We repeated this 
process a few times!

Jason authorized me to increase throttle until he 
was happy with the data files. The transmission 
shifts beautifully. The only problem is the 
transmission controller gave an error and went 
into limp-home mode (3rd gear). The error was 
controller high temperature. Jason lowered the 
PWM drive and it improved. 

My Jensen has been in the body shop getting paint, 
etc. for nearly a year now so I can't really tell if 
the over temperature issue has been completely 
corrected, but I have confidence it will perform well 
with a few minor tweeks.

 Overall Impressions
The 66RFE shifts like my new Lincoln per fectly. 
The Jensen truly feels like a new car. Under full 
throttle it accelerates effortlessly. The transmission 
always seems to know what gear to be in. No 
surprises. 

Will it last? I don't really know. Modern clutch-to-
clutch transmissions have a built-in learning program 
to dynamically modify shift (clutch engagement) 
timing as the transmission components wear that 
isn't part of the set-up I have. I suspect this means 
every so often I may have to do a program tweek 

with Jason. For me, this is just part of the fun of owning a Jensen. All in 
all, this is one of the best improvements I could make to the car. Now 
if I could just get it back from the paint-shop!!!

I haven't measured any real performance numbers on the car with 
the 66RFE installed. My seat of the pants impression tells me it is 
MUCH faster, however. My guess is 0-60 mph is something less than 
5 seconds with a top speed north of 180 mph. Don't hold me to these 
however. For me the fun is in the design and building rather than the 
having and racing. After all, engineers may design sickbays, but they 
have no business actually using them.....

 Roger E. Smith

Jensen cars bought for dismantling anywhere within the UK
New and second-hand parts always available

30 Dorset Road • Bexhill-on-Sea• East sussex • TN40 1SH     Tel/Fax 01424 224440 • Mobile 07831 351461

Sussex Interceptors

Photo 50
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Jensen Interior

Refurbishing and 
recolouring the leather

I’ve been asked to share my experiences of refurbishing leather 
seats across the Interceptor range: the process equally applying 

to other Jensen models. 

My motivation in tackling the job myself was to protect and project in 
the best possible light the quality and craftsmanship of an original Jensen 
interior. I was also on a budget and had time on my hands. And time is 
what you need together with a high degree of patience. A meticulous 
nature helps, but is a double edged sword.

 As in life, there are a number of ways to get to the destination you want. 
The same is true with leather refurbishment. If I had a gun to my head, 
I’m sure I could wipe down and recolour an interior in less than a day. It 
would superficially lift the look of the car, but adding yet more top colour 
to dry damaged leather won’t last: a heavy top colour soon accentuating 
the crease lines and adding to the aged, perhaps even plastic looking 
finish. The choice is yours – but if you’re keen to improve the look of your 
car’s interior whilst preserving the grain of the leather (where possible), I 
hope you’ll find the following article useful. 

Assessing whether an interior is worth refurbishing
Difficult to describe on paper, but here are some factors to consider:-

• How soft and supple is the leather?
• Is the leather split or heavily cracked?
• Is the stitching and surrounding leather parting company?
• Have the seats lost their shape?
• Have the door and side cards been butchered with aftermarket 

speakers?
• Is the leather heavily recoloured?
• Has a notable person/celebrity owned the car, was the car a factory 

demonstrator, or does the interior exhibit any significant factory 
modifications to the standard specification?

• If a MK1, is the rear seat top section spit and pulling away from the 
fibreglass backing?

• Is the interior a very light shade?  

From my experience with Interceptors, common areas requiring 
retrimming are:-

• Bolsters – top and bottom of driver’s seat – perhaps outer passenger 
top bolster due to sun damage.

• Re-webbing (and possibly new foaming) of Mk2 & 3 seat bases – 
which are of a less robust design than those found in a Mk1.  If 
you put off re-webbing a Mk3 seat, you run a high risk of splitting the 
leather around the bolster inner seam.

• Rear side panels – which tend to shrivel and split – especially if 

you’re heavy handed removing them. More so with Mk1 and 2 
examples which are more extensively glued to the car body.  

Doing the maths
I’m not a fan of using filler to repair damage to leather, especially 
where the leather has split in high use/pressure areas. To my mind, 
however good it looks, filled splits won’t last. Better to pay a trimmer 
to carry out localised replacement of sections – or plan ahead and buy 
good secondhand items (made easier with Mk2 and 3 interiors which 
are made up of more individual sections – just make sure they’re the 
same as yours!).

Here’s my impression of costs, using my Mk3 interior as an example:-

• Top quality replacement full interior – circa £10k inc VAT
• Mid-range retrim – circa £4-5K incl VAT. Danger territory! While 

you may find an excellent trimmer, the cost of good leather means 
you could end up with a cheap looking interior which quickly 
becomes shabby and baggy, almost from the outset.

• Professional recolour of existing interior – circa £2k and 
probably not including cost of leather replacement or seat base 
strengthening.

• Recolouring your own seats - £200 (materials and sundries) not 
including tools.

• Professional trimming repairs £500 re-webbing both front seats, 
4 X bolster replacement to driver’s seat necessitating new leather 
around the base of the seat squab (bear in mind, removing old 
leather can result in rips to surrounding areas – so you need to 
give the trimmer some latitude), £180 X 2 for new rear side cards 
and hardboard backing (check the trimmer has a star punch to 
reproduce the speaker holes – available on eBay). So approximately 
half the price of a professional recolour, with new leather sections 
added instead of filled repairs.

 It’s probably worth adding at this point that finding spare Mk1 seats in 
good condition is very difficult these days. However, front seat backs 
tend to be more plentiful and less damaged, especially passenger ones. 
Luckily, these are interchangeable, so if all you have is a damaged 
driver’s seat upper, swap it for a passenger one. The Mk1 seat bases 
fitted to early cars (kingpin suspension) are also interchangeable. The 
same is not true of the later seat as the front seat frame differs - but 
can be adapted to fit. It is also possible to remove the pleated section 
from a front seat back section and insert in a seat squab (turning it 
around to suit either an early or late seat design). You will need a 
sympathetic trimmer though – and it will almost certainly require new 
leather and piping to the base (which is a large amount of material) 
likely due to tearing of the leather as its unstuck from the metal frame.  
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Planning the refurbishment
• You’ll need space, lots of it. An interior takes up a lot of room, more 

so with a Mk2 or 3 where you need to keep the freshly painted 
items separated.

• Post cleaning, feeding (and to a lesser extent painting) your storage 
area needs good air circulation. Some of the Mk1 seats I had were 
still drying out 6 months later (if you need to heavily clean and feed 
the leather, any moisture which drops to the seat under surface 
will find its way back up and out eventually). A white effervescent 
powder especially around stitch lines can be brushed off lightly with 
a clothes or shoe brush. If your seat goes patchy, turning from, for 
example, a ‘wet’ black to a dark grey, then stay with it, it’s probably 
just drying out. You can equalise the final finish with a light leather 
feed later – just be patient. If you think it's mould, then a light wipe 
with a cloth impregnated with some bathroom mould remover 
mixed with water will do the trick. But remember - it contains 
bleach. 

• Consider the ergonomics of your workstation. If you are of a certain 
age your eyes may not be pin sharp – so you don’t want to be 
bending over trying to focus on the leather for hours on end. 

• Good lighting is essential. Ditto access to electrics – as you could be 
wielding a spray gun in one hand and a heat gun in the other.

• If you are going to remove all or most of the original colourant, you 
need a well ventilated space (and/or a good spray mask) since you’ll 
be using thinners or an alcohol based cleaner – potentially lots of it 
(5 litres of thinners I used on a whole interior).

Essential Tools  
• Paint stripping gun – not to remove paint, but to quickly dry leather 

and finishing products.
• Impact driver – to remove front seat hinge screws and separate the 

seat.
• Small pick – to carefully remove 40 years of crud down the bead 

line (or even pleat line) to ensure a sharp finish: even after you think 
you’ve cleaned the item within an inch of its life.

• Tooth brush – to lightly run down the bead line to prevent new 
paint build up - which can otherwise make the finish look heavy.

• Modelling brush(s) – good for building up product/paint to small 
sections and adding light squiggly lines of paint at right angles to 
some heavy creases to help take your eye away from the damage.

• Pin nose pliers and flat and cross-headed screwdrivers to remove 
the chrome trim on Mk2 & 3 seat hinges – along with other chrome/
stainless steel items. Worth noting that removing, polishing and 
reinstating shiny bits of furniture on your freshly recoloured leather 
does take the item to another level. Much better than looking at a 
dull piece of stainless with blurred edges due to being masked up, 
prior to paint.

• A loaded revolver when you run out of patience. Ditto, a full bottle 
of whisky…..or is that a sundry item?

Sundries
• You’ll need rags, rags and more rags. A family member in a care 

home is a good contact….or establish useful contacts by pre-
booking a place for yourself. Towelling is best for removing the old 
surface colourant (very messy job) and lightweight smooth cloth is 
best for applying colourant and subsequently the sealing paste. I’ve 
some of my 91 year old mother-in-law’s bed clothing left if anyone 
needs some?!

• Wire wool – good at breaking down old surface colorant when 
dipped in thinners.

What recolouring product should I use?
The choice is yours – there are many products on the market. I’ve used 
two. Woollies (www.woolies-trim.co.uk ) and Furniture Clinic (FC) (www.
furnitureclinic.co.uk ) products. Both use a plasticised water based paint. 
FC is more expensive and they charge extra for colour matching.

Sealing the colour is the divide between these two products. FC’s appear 
to use a much harder wearing sealer which they advise to spray on. 
Woolies use a wax paste you wipe on with a rag.

The pros and cons of each are:-

• FC provides a wider range of sheen finishes ranging from matt all 
the way through to gloss.

• FC finish is harder but appears less permeable – so you need to 
decide whether the longevity of the leather will be affected by the 
rate of absorption.

• Woolies sealing paste is more permeable to water, is not as hard 
wearing, can be easily reapplied, and the leather finish looks more 
natural to my eyes.    

Preparing and repairing the leather 
Best to remove the interior from the car. The exception might be the rear 
side cards and upper rear seat on Mk1 & 2s as, assuming they are in good 
condition, the side cards are glued (as well as screwed) to the vertical 
and horizontal face. So there’s a good chance you’ll tear them unless 
very careful. The back seat upper section is secured via two threaded 
bars through the boot area (simple to undo) and a threaded bar located 
in each rear wheel arch – and thus highly likely to snap when force is 
applied.

If the leather has been loved and is still supple, there may be no need 
to feed it. If not, best to feed it at the outset so the leather is more 
pliant when you come to clean/attack the surface colourant. Ideally, this 
may simply involve a light feed. With very dry leather, you may wish to 
‘cream it’ by applying loads of feed as if you were icing a cake. You will be 
surprised at how quickly it will soak in. Some people suggest wrapping 
the seat in a black bin bag to leave in a warm environment to help the 
process along – others wrap in cling film. I just keep a watchful eye on 
mine, making sure any excess feed is either rubbed into surrounding areas 
or removed – and left for up to 48 hours. This is one benefit of doing the 
job yourself – improving the longevity of the leather. A professional will 
be working to a shorter time scale I’m sure - albeit working smarter using 
a more productionised process.

The other benefit of feeding at the outset is that it softens the colourant 
to aid removal – including the original layer. The flip side, if you saturate 
the leather with feed (which you should avoid), you’ll end up having to 
clean it back thoroughly (thus removing much of what you’ve put on). 
The leather will take months to fully dry out too - not that it prevents, 
in my experience, colouring the item so long as the top surface is dry 
at the time. Bringing the item in doors, putting it in the airing cupboard 
(assuming you have one and sufficient Brownie points to cash in prior 
to negotiating with a loved one), or buying an infra read heat lamp will 
speed drying. But don’t underestimate the dampness which can bury 
deep into the seat – which should be avoided where possible (i.e. there 
can be trade-off between surface preparation and moisture ingress)

I use Autoglym or Gliptone G11 leather feed/balm. Both twice the 
expense of Neatsfoot oil, which I’ve tried, but which seems less 
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viscous at low temperature. Gliptone has the best leather smell 
(worth considering when applying post completion) – although the 
latest batch I bought didn’t seem quite so pungent, to be honest. 

For good but dry surfaced leather, water based cleaner isn’t going to 
remove anything other than dirt. Hence, you need to tool up (mask, 
nitrile gloves) and get the wire wool and cellulous thinners out to 
soften and remove the old colourant. Best do it sections at a time. 
This is a mucky, smelly job which halfway through you’ll wonder why 
you started it. Persevere and eventually you’ll get down to the leather. 
Much final cleaning may still be needed (thinners or water based) but 
you’ll hopefully be surprised how much better the underlying leather 
looks to when it had old and cracked colour on it. At this stage, it’s 
worth reminding yourself whether the leather remains supple. If as a 

result of using thinners it feels a little hard, then you could add a light 
coat of leather feed – either for the first or second time. Again, you 
may need to give the leather 24-48 hours to soak in, following which 
a light clean with water based solution should remove any excess feed 
from the surface.

The exposed leather will inevitably have creases and scuffs. This is 
patination and you should live with it. Creases will return due to the 
mechanics of the underlying structure, so to think you can remove 
them is futile – or you’ll end up with such a heavily prepared and 
painted surface you’ll lose all leather grain and the item may look 
as though it’s made from plastic. That said, the bare leather can be 
surface prepared by rubbing with 800 grade wet’n’dry (applied dry) 
moving to less abrasive grades finishing with 2000-2500 grade.  
Basically you’re removing some of the leather high points either side 
of crease lines. But try not to focus on rubbing down one area too 
much – or you may end up with a grain bold spot. Not the end of the 
world (you can stipple in colour to achieve a degree of non-uniform 
top finish to these areas– see later) and it’s a judgement call you 
need to make for yourself at the time. In doing so, you need to be 
conscious of the thickness of the leather. The thinner it is, the weaker 
it becomes.....

Inevitably, there will be cracks, scuffs and grazes you’ll want to tackle. 
With surface cracks, assess them by pressing your finger on one side 
of the crack. If one side deforms in a different manner to the other, 
the underlying leather is probably weak and at risk of splitting in the 
near future. 

So, don’t try and sand the crack fully out. Instead, FC sell a leather 
binder which, as it states, impregnates and binds the leather strands 
together. You’ll need at least 3 applications to the crack and wider area 
and you should lightly sand down the final coat to help adherence of 
the subsequent colour. 

The added benefit of the binder is its fluidity will partially fill the 
crack - which I find a better solution than using filler (which must be 
scraped off all around the edge of the repair – otherwise you end up 
with a filled in depression and high points around the repair). Others 
more proficient at filler repairs may take a different approach.

Unrestored previously heavily recoloured Mk3  passenger seat

The same seat base with old colourant removed

A blue seat - try not to lose patination such as this during restoration
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I find stippling binder to localised problem areas, as a final pre-colour 
application, offers yet more strength and high surface build.  

Where you have splits or hole damage…..or it’s simply too ragged to 
look good after recolouring, now is the last time to consider localised 
replacement of leather panels by a competent trimmer. 

It’s not a job they like, as they have to carefully remove the glued 
leather and wrestle with the (still) rather stiff old leather without 
tearing it more when turning the item inside out (on seat covers) to 
remove the stitching etc. 

So best shop around on quotes/levels of interest and make clear the 
profiles and finish you’re looking for. I had to take my Mk3 driver’s seat 
back for further reshaping after some prompting on the JOC forum – 
and I’m glad I did. Thanks guys!

Here are some pictures of what you can expect to achieve after 
localised leather replacement whilst retaining the air of an original 
interior. Worth bearing in mind that your eye is likely to be drawn to 
imperfections (whether re-trimmed areas or original leather) when 
you’re staring at it on your work bench. Most are likely to be forgotten 
when back in the car. Knowing when the finish is good enough, and 
when you need to maintain the standard you’ve set yourself, will be a 
constant battle - and one you have to manage yourself. Cracked leather

The restored seat
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Unrestored seat with splits in leather -  
splits like this are best replaced with new leather

The same seat with bolster replacement

Applying the colour coat
Once you’re happy the item is clean, dry and any damage has been 
repaired, strengthened, or replaced, it’s time for the first coat of 
colour – assuming your interior is black, blue, red or some other dark 
colour combination. If your interior is a light colour, best to review 
again the uniformity of the leather you’re about to refurbish. If it has 
dark stains or some remaining original colour left on it, you need to 
decide whether more preparation would help, whether a special white 
base coat is necessary (Woolies advice), or whether you feel you can 
cover the differences with minimal layers of colour – made easier with 
the use of a spray gun to feather colour to specific areas (I bought my 
modelling spray gun and compressor from Lidl – cost me about £50. 
You can hire better from FC.)  

The first coat of colour is best ragged on – as you need to press the 
colour into the pores of the leather. Move the rag swiftly in circular 
or a random fashion – spreading any excess along the bead line with 
a toothbrush. Don’t be tempted to revisit an area until you’ve gained 
experience – or you may introduce a different surface finish caused 
by moving around semi dry paint. It will dry in 20 mins. Quicker with 
a heat gun. Not sure how much heat to apply? Put your hand directly 
above the leather being dried – you’ll soon get the idea. 

It’s likely the first coat will dry a little patchy. You now need to decide 
whether the item ‘just’ needs one or two more coats or there are 
areas of wear/repair that need more localised attention. My approach 
to the second coat is to rag it on, then tackle remaining wear areas 
separately. If a bold spot remains (i.e. you can still see the underlying 
leather) feathering in colour using a modeller’s spray gun is best. 
Alternatively, rag in further paint to these areas, stippling where 
necessary.

Stippling using a rag is very effective at covering wear areas. It can 
also add a little roughness to the surface of new leather which helps 
when trying to integrate old with new.  

Stippled leather. NB This pleated leather is 50 years old, the bolster 
(RH side of photo) is new leather which has been stippled with 

colourant to help integrate the two parts.
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The technique I use is to load colour on a rag 
and dab quickly on the surface – immediately 
applying a heat gun held in my other hand – the 
air pressure helping to remove bubbles in the 
paint which would otherwise spoil the finish. 

Difficult areas to access by rag (e.g. near an edge 
or bead line) are better coloured by spraying, 
modellers brush, or using a piece of foam (FC sell 
foam). 

Little cuts in the leather surface can be filled 
with paint dripped from a thin piece of wire.

After building up paint to wear areas, use 1200-
2000 grade wet’n’dry and very lightly rub down 
the finish. As you sand you’ll notice the random 
finish which can help give the appearance of 
leather grain. Add a light further coat of paint 
by rag or spray to finish. When dealing with 
localised damage, try not to coat the whole of 
the item with the same amount of paint unless 
it needs it – or you risk making the item look 
heavy with paint, losing the leather grain along 
the way. More than 3 coats of colour over the 
whole of the item is danger territory. Avoid the 
temptation to ‘just add a bit more paint to fully 
cover that mark’ if you can - or you could end 
up taking all the colour off and starting again. 
Assuming the revolver you added to your tool 
box is out of reach of course.....

Sealing the finish   
The Woolies' sealing paste is quick and easy 
to apply via a soft smooth rag and buffed off 
with similar. The paste can dry out a little from 
storage, so I stir in distilled water to prevent it 
grabbing and damaging the colour finish. 

By contrast, the FC sealer should be sprayed on. 
Three separate coats are required, each having a 
small amount of colourant added to avoid any 
milkiness to the final finish. 

With Mk2 & 3s having more individual items, 
this adds time to an already long task. 

The FC finishers range from matt to gloss. I chose gloss for my Mk3 
to best reflect an original look (albeit the Woolies kit beats it hands 
down on aesthetics, but it just isn’t as durable). 

As an aside, I’ve seen professionally refurbished interiors that use a 
matt rather than gloss finish. Perhaps it’s customer choice, but matt is 
better at hiding imperfections.

Time, patience and quality
While the interior on a Mk1 Interceptor is more ornate, I was able 
to refurbish my spare seats in less time than a Mk2; and particularly 
a Mk3. The latter two have more individual parts – with the Mk3 
containing the most leather of all.

Meticulous cleaning, feeding, stripping the chrome furniture of 
each item and removing the old colourant, (light feeding optional), 
light cleaning, preparing the surface, recolouring, sealing the finish, 
reattaching the chrome furniture – took me approximately 100 hours 
to complete my Mk3 interior. And that didn’t include taking the 
interior out or the time to and fro from the trimmers. 

It should take less time to refurb an exceptionally original and 
undamaged interior – and if I’m honest, some bits took me too long – 
only because I knew if I didn’t do it my eyes would be drawn to it later 
and I’d kick myself for not doing it right (or to the best of my ability) 
at the time. 

The aforementioned Mk3 passenger seat fully refurbished
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Final thoughts
• As you’re not charging yourself an hourly rate, I genuinely believe 

you can achieve as good or a better job than a professional at a 
tenth of the cost.

• Spending time properly feeding the leather at the outset is likely 
to enhance its longevity.

• The Woolies' product is best for a wonderfully original interior 
which only needs a subtle lift. It’s also more porous, so subsequent 
leather feeds can still permeate through.

• If your car has a light coloured interior, you will need to work 
harder during the preparation stage to achieve good results. 
A dark interior will always respond better to a recolour than a 
tired light one - and may be a deciding factor when considering 
whether a new interior is required. That said, do consider whether 
a shade or two darker on the recolour is a compromise worth 
considering? 

• When colour matching, do remember to take colour from an 
item which hasn’t seen the sun - such as behind the handle of a 
door card. You’ll be amazed how much that rich original colour 
has bleached out over 40+ years.

In conclusion, while recolouring your own interior can frustrate, test 
your patience to breaking point, and drive you to drink; it ultimately is 
a very rewarding task. Good luck!

PS - Clearly these are only my experiences and opinions. You should 
always follow the manufacturers' and suppliers' instructions. 

Furniture Clinic also has an excellent set of on-line tutorials (ditto tool 
and product range) which I would recommend you look at.  

Stuart Turner
 Interceptor Registrar

The same Mk3 passenger seat (left) with restored driver’s seat fitted with 6 replacement sections of leather.

Door card colour bleaching
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Evolution

At the recent NEC Classic Car Show, my FF was on display 
on the JOC stand; apart from the 17” wheels and Fosseway 

brakes it looks quite like a standard car, an appearance that I have 
always wanted to keep. But the appearance changes as soon as 
you open its bonnet! I spent the three days there explaining to 
so many people how I had modified the car – and why. Because 
of their great interest I decided to write up the story of this car’s 
modifications - I hope you find it of interest too.

The story begins in September 2003. I wanted a classic car – ether a 
Bristol 410/411, or a Jensen Interceptor. After some false starts (one 
ending up in Court to get my deposit back from a so-called Jensen 
specialist) looking at cars with FF Registrar Dave Barnett, we finally 
heard of the “Norman Long” car for sale in Leeds. The JOC knew the 
car – one of its previous three owners had been a past Chairman 
of the JOC, and had worked for Jensen specialists Cropredy Bridge 
Garage; the car had also in the past been a so-called “Concours 
Queen” on more than one occasion.

The price was not unreasonable (I paid £12750 for it) but the car 
had no MOT. It was a car that had reached the state of decrepitude 
whereby the owner either has to spend some significant money 
on it, or sell it on. Dave thought it was a fair price for such a car. 
After transporting the car to Dave’s place for recommissioning and 
an MOT, I collected it a week or so afterwards, and away we went. 
Sort of – the max speed was 55mph due to unforeseen fuel supply 
problems...............No worries; I drove the car that Spring and started 
to enjoy it. Sort of. My sons helped sort out the fuel problem. The 
Rostyle 6½J special wheels (ex Rover P5 available to special order) 
had been refitted by Dave (it had originally come fitted with some 
16” SuperSport alloys) along with new Pirelli 4000 tyres. I refinished 
the Rostyles, treated the interior to a Woolies’ leather refurbishment 
kit treatment with the help of my long-suffering wife Marion, and the 
car looked quite smart.

The FF settled down to work, but it soon became apparent that 
it was down on power, and rust seemed to be appearing in all the 
wrong places. Cropredy Bridge Garage in those days (2004) offered 
a thorough investigative report of a Jensen for £500 (it would take 
them 4-5 days) which would be undertaken free of charge provided 
one commissioned a decent proportion of the requisite work from 
them. I plunged in. Owww that hurt!!!! The car was in worse condition 
than we had all thought – the chassis tubes were shot, and needed 
replacing, a major job. The engine was tired (the MoT docs suggested 
16,000 miles recorded) – probably 116,000 miles might be more 
accurate. How many Jensens have been clocked over the years? The 
wheel arches etc were corroding too, and the Cropredy report included 
pages of worn out parts that needed replacing too. Ouch. But some 
£23,000 later, the car was back and looking reasonably smart – if a 
little slow for a car fitted with the E-series high compression 6.3 litre 
engine. Hmmmm.....

At this stage of ownership (2005) the penny was finally beginning to 
drop that owning a Jensen was more of a journey with it through life: 
carrying out judicious improvements and repairs as required to it along 
the way; the so-called rolling restoration. It’s certainly an easier and less 
painful way than paying out loads of hard-earned cash for a top quality 
restoration, which with my lack of understanding and experience at 
the time might have led to all sorts of issues – not least with possibly 
being ripped off - how would I know? The car thus became the subject 
of a programme of rolling restoration and improvements instead. So 
this is my FF’s story of that journey..... 

In 2006 I fitted a leather 14” Moto-Lita steering wheel; this enabled the 
handling to be enjoyed to the full, rather than the excessive twirling 
required by the previous 16” item. The steering was still quite light 
too. Result.

The evolution  
of my FF

The FF as purchased with 16” SuperSports wheels New mitred chassis tube in place
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2007 saw the FF at C&H Autos for a complete repaint – Colin is 
very well known within the JOC - and did an excellent job at a very 
fair price. I had thought to change the body colour from its original 
white colour too – but common sense finally prevailed, and I chose a 
‘whiter shade of pale’ for the colour – artic white I’d call it. Because 
the colour swathes that Colin used were no bigger than a postage 
stamp, he agreed to paint a door and let me see it before progressing 
any further. But he’s in Essex, and I lived up near Doncaster. The phone 
went. And Colin said he’d done it – but he’d painted the whole car. Oh 
sh-t! ‘What does it look like?’ I asked tremulously. ‘A fridge’ came back 
the reply. Perfect! And so it does to this day, a lovely shade of (very 
faintly blueish) white. Result.

But the rather lardy engine remained, drinking lots of petrol (and 
super unleaded additive) for very little return. Talking to the late 
Dave Newby at our local Lincs/Humberside JOC Area meeting, he 
suggested trying John Sleath Racing at nearby Conisborough to see 
if he could help with an engine rebuild, as I was loth to entrust it 
to so-called Jensen specialists who had little direct 
experience of sorting out/uprating lardy American 
V-8s. Now John is a drag racer by hobby, and an 
American V-8 engine builder by profession. He’d got 
all the right engineering equipment (dynamometer 
and 4-wheel drive rolling road rig, lathes, machine 
tools etc) to rebuild and also test the engine 
properly. So he got the job. A little while later he 
contacted me to explain what he planned to do with 
the FF’s engine and transmission. He recommended 
stroking and boring the engine to improve its 
power, as it would need a rebore etc in any case. 
I wanted an engine with more torque rather than 
absolute power, as the FF is a heavy car. He agreed. 
Later experience would prove that this improved torque – although 
transforming the car’s performance – also had a downside with the 
‘slushbox’ TorqueFlite, which does not have a lockup transmission, nor 
does the Jensen version have an adequate transmission oil cooler for 
such performance......... But, back to the car. John’s spec list read:-

• Steel 4340 4.30” stroke crank, H-beam rods, forged pistons 
(Platinum series) and A.R.P. 7/16” rod bolts, all fully balanced and 
stroker checked.

• New hi-flow oil and water pumps, thermostat etc.
• Edelbrock aluminum heads with 84cc chambers to give 9.8:1 

compression.

Down to the bare metal – rusty tailgate still to be treated The superb paint finish produced by C&H Autos

• Edelbrock single plane manifold.
• Howard cams, hydraulic flat tappets 2300 @ 480 lift on a 1120 

lobe centre.
• New after market timing chain with three keyways.
• MSD Billet Dizzy.
• Pro-Form 850cfm carb with 4 corner idle screws and billet 

baseplate and metering blocks.
• Dynatech engine mounts.
• New 11” 2400rpm stall speed torque convertor; the TorqueFlite 

transmission to be rebuilt inc a new manual/auto valve body to 
sharpen up the gear changes.

 
John also advised that fitting the single plane manifold would enable 
him to convert over to EFI In the future if required. The total cost of 
the above was some £8.5k. The results were truly impressive – 475 bhp 
and 581 lb ft of torque on the dyno, with an impressively flat torque 
curve as shown below:- 

The car then went on the JOC stand at the NEC in November 2008, 
which was my first experience of the NEC and the joys (?) of exhibiting 
your pride and joy to the public..... 

The engine would have stayed in that carburetted condition, but it 
did like drinking its super unleaded fuel, and to drive it was possibly 
a little like driving  an SP, as it was quite docile initially and then – oh 
boy! A bit of a beast actually – well, a lot of a beast really. 0-60mph 
took 5.2 secs as far as we could manage to measure – and that could 
be achieved in 1st gear only.......the modified engine was now good for 
6000rpm or more. So, extremely quick for an FF, and unfortunately 
quite thirsty too. But really good to drive. 
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After much discussion with my sons and John, I agreed with him 
to fit the American F.A.S.T. fuel injection system to the car. This 
took a lot more time to sort out than I had expected - not least the 
engine mapping, which opened up a whole lot of choices of how the 
engine might best be mapped/behave. The ECU eventually got 3 
maps to choose from, so at least a map could be chosen to suit the 
various conditions (summer/winter/low octane fuel etc) that the car 
encountered. So in early 2009 the car returned to John Sleath Racing 
for EFI to be fitted. Another club member – Tony Davies – also had his 
Interceptor converted to the same system around the same time. The 
total cost of the conversion to fuel injection was some £5k; this almost 
entirely due to John’s very reasonable labour rates as over 50 hours’ 
work alone was involved.

It also took time to sort out the fuel tank as the original steel one (last 
replaced in 1994 according to the car’s records) had dirt/rust inside it 
despite thorough flushing out, which kept blocking the filter of the in-
tank fuel pump. A new stainless steel tank was therefore ordered from 
a Jensen specialist. Big mistake. John refused to fit the new tank due to 
the very poor quality of the welding along the tank’s seams. Oh dear, 
so a new steel tank was purchased from Martin Robey Ltd; which John 
was happy with, and the filter blocking problem went away too. Whilst 
checking on the standards for petrol tanks I discovered that there is no 
legal requirement for pressure testing them – very surprising indeed 
– so be warned if you’re not certain about the provenance of your 
replacement tank!

About this time too I made the acquaintance of Beacon Garage Ltd. at 
Gringley on the Hill near Doncaster – classic car specialists who also 

maintained the “Frederick Forsyth” FF convertible. They maintained 
my FF for the next few years, carrying out numerous repairs and minor 
modifications – the most essential one being fitting a battery isolator 
switch. This switch has earned its weight in gold over the years – every 
classic car should have one (and an override switch for the radiator 
fans too).

In 2009 I also had the car’s chrome replated: part by a firm in 
Conisborough, and part by S&T Electro-plate in Bristol. The latter’s 
work was nearly twice as expensive, but their chrome has stood the 
test of time; the Conisborough firm’s work needs redoing – you get 
what you pay for I suppose – but always assuming that the work is 
done properly in the first place.

The JOC Spring Weekend in 2009 was organised by our Lincs/
Humberside Area, and featured a members’ session at John Sleath 
Racing’s rolling road rig. It was an interesting event – not least in the 
variance between individual cars’ outputs. It also illustrated just how 
much power is lost due to the transmission etc resulting in much lower 
net power on the rolling road itself. Very interesting.  

Although I now felt that the engine modifications had been well 
worthwhile, the engine still ran hot – too hot for my liking. In 2010 
new Bosch type radiator fans were therefore fitted, but seemingly with 
little effect upon the engine temperature. Subsequently new SPAL fans, 
uprated relays and wiring were fitted, in conjunction with a bespoke 
aluminium radiator from the Northampton Aluminum Radiator Co. 
(N.A.R.), which resulted in some temperature improvement, but still 
not enough.

 

           Car       Owner              Engine 
Gross power 
 (manufacturer’s 
 figure) 

Net power  
(Rolling road) 

 
Interceptor SP 
 

Phil Hayes 440 cu in 390 bhp 208 bhp 

 
Interceptor SP 
 

Brian Birkin 440 cu in 390 bhp 220 bhp 

 
FF Mk II 
 

Paul Strange 496 cu in (uprated inc EFI) 475 bhp on dyno 290 bhp 

 
FF Mk II 
 

David Newby 383 cu in 330 bhp 149 bhp 

 
CV8 Mk II 
 

John Bell 383 cu in 330 bhp 172 bhp 

 
Interceptor Mk III 
 

Mark Maniatt 440 cu in (factory-fitted sports cam) 280 bhp 186 bhp 

 
Jensen Healey 
 

David Newby 134.2 cu in 140 bhp 85 bhp 

 
Interceptor Mk IV 
 

Simon Heap 360 cu in “crate” engine” from USA Not known 243 bhp 

Interceptor Mk III 

 
Colin and Diane 
Mayes 
 

440 cu in. 280 bhp 162 bhp 

 
Interceptor Mk III 
 

Brendan Murtagh 440 cu in. 280 bhp 166 bhp 

 
FF Mk II 
 

Andrew Tweddle 383 cu in (rebuilt 2009) 330 bhp 166 bhp 

 

Results of JOC Rolling Road Rig 31/5/09 (All figures based on best of 3 runs and rounded to nearest whole number)
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In 2011 my sons discovered an American website which showed that 
the Edelbrock ‘Hi-output’ water pump fitted was anything but high 
output at low engine speeds – quite the reverse in fact. A new high 
output Milodon #16260 pump that provided higher output at all 
engine speeds was therefore sourced from the USA. 

The Edelbrock air cleaner was also abandoned, and a cold air induction 
system fitted to the car; thus in slow traffic cold air is drawn from the 
front of the car rather than from on top of the hot engine itself. 

At last the engine temperature needle started to look more, um, 
normal, provided the FF was not stuck for too long in traffic in hot 
weather.....

The brakes of the car worked reasonably well, including the Maxaret 
system; the latter being rarely triggered but when it did – it made 
a huge difference to stopping the car in time! But the brakes, I felt, 
still needed improving, including reducing the amount of pedal travel 
that occurred despite careful bleeding and adjustment. I spoke to A.P. 
Racing, who after measuring my 15” wheel and an FF hub, stated 
that my best solution was to fit bigger wheels to accommodate 
bigger brake calipers etc. Meantime they sold me a set of German 
autobahnstormer pads which did help to improve the braking. I drove 
on – albeit carefully..... and the brake issue went on to the back burner.

By 2013 I had become concerned about the sagging backside of the 
car, which now failed the ‘three fingers must fit between top of tyre 
and bottom of wheelarch’ test. Clearly, the rear leaf springs of the 
car required attention. Some JOC members suggested that new 
replacement rear leaf springs would not keep their temper due to the 
inferior metal now used in their manufacturer. Others said that re-
tempering the existing rear leaf springs wasn’t a solution either as the 

The cold air induction system with its first bespoke air collector - 
note the very limited clearance between it and the bonnet!

springs wouldn’t keep their temper for long. Yet others suggested that 
coil-over rear shocks were the solution to my problem. After much 
deliberation I agreed that the coil-overs appeared to be a foolproof 
solution. At last I bit the bullet and had Appleyards fit their new 17” 
wheels, rear coil-over shocks and stainless steel headers. The headers 
were fitted purely to enable the engine to breathe more easily and 
generate less engine heat. They were also intended to eliminate/
reduce the problem of failed manifold gaskets (I got through several), 
and would also produce a little more power than standard cast iron 
manifolds. I collected the car from Appleyards, paid the £3k + bill, and 
set off home with high expectations. But, oh dear, when I got home I 
found the rear offside tyre was rubbing on the rear leaf spring, and had 
rubbed through the spring’s protective Denso tape wrapping entirely. 
Black mark Andy/Kevin, how on earth could you let a car leave the 
workshop in such a state?

The FF at Center Gravity, Atherstone for suspension adjustments (see Torque 8 for full details)
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Happily I was able to book the car into Center Gravity at Atherstone 
(see Torque 8); they specialise in setting up racing Porsches for track 
days etc.  Chris the owner agreed to set up the entire suspension system 
properly (it took 10 hours in total), including fitting 3mm Porsche 928S 
spacers to the rear wheels, and repositioning the body over the chassis 
by adjusting the rear panhard rod. The tyres no longer rubbed the rear 
leaf springs, and were well clear of them on each side. He also reset the 
coil-over shock absorbers’ tension correctly. The front camber, castor 
and tracking were all reset correctly too – I learned a lot about the 
front double wishbone suspension and its shims too, none of which 
had ever been touched for many, many years.

As a result, the car now handled beautifully, but I would never have 
had the courage to drive around roundabouts at the speeds that Chris 
did, to demonstrate that the car handled properly. It also tracked as 
straight as an arrow too – job done. I’m sure the FF’s handling when set 
up properly is far better than most owners will ever know or find out 
for themselves though.

 Some days later my sons were testing the FF on the M40 and tweaking 
the ECU map – it does indeed take many runs to get the settings 
optimised, even with the use of John’s rolling road. But, some miles 
into the run, smoke started pouring from the bonnet..... 

Luckily my sons Andrew and Peter had enough experience and sense in 
testing new prototypes not to stop the car, but instead slowed down 
and ran at 40mph along the hard shoulder until the smoke stopped. 
After a quick change of underpants, the bonnet was gingerly opened 
and the problem found: when the headers had been fitted Appleyards 
had not used the same high quality Agriemech exhaust wrap that I 
had previously used on the original manifold and down pipes. Instead 
a species of glass fibre wrap had been used on the headers and their 
collector bowls, and with the engine running hard had become coated 
in oil from the engine’s oil breather pipe and thus caught fire.....

Not good at all, and I was extremely cross when I spoke to Andy later, 
who was very apologetic indeed. You live and learn I suppose, but 
the incident could have been so much more serious and indeed life-
threatening..... 

Agriemech exhaust wrap used on the cast iron manifolds

In 2014 Beacon Garage stopped trading, and I needed to find another 
local garage that would look after the FF. Happily I found Priory 
Motors at Worksop, where owner Mike Carruthers is a mechanic’s 
mechanic – and never likes to be beaten with any problem. Indeed, 
he has carried out lots of work on the car, and still looks after this 
(and other Jensens too) to this day. That Christmas I was presented 
with a new torque wrench, and yes – snapped off one of the wheel 
studs..... 

Mike was the first person to advise buying one set of new wheel 
studs and then checking their thread pitch against those on my car 
(they should interlace). Oh dear, several had been stretched over the 
years, (presumably by some clown with a ‘windy gun’) and needed 
changing, since the designed wheel tightening torque could no longer 
be guaranteed to hold the wheel on securely. It’s a very important 
point, and several JOC members – including our Chairman, have had 
a wheel come off their cars whilst driving them. 

So, some of my wheel bolts had to be changed – the bad news was 
that the rear wheel taper bearings have to be removed from the car 
in order to get at and replace the wheel bolts. The bearings are a 
force fit..... And mine hadn’t been off for goodness knows how many 
years..... But after a couple of hours of firm hub pulling (but not too 
firm to avoid mashing the end of the bearing), allied with some 
gentle heat, the bearings literally flew off. Spectacular – but don’t 
get in the way when that happens. I know of one C-V8 that took two 
days to let its bearings go........ And the puller flew off the car into the 
workshop wall.....

The FF went to the 2015 International at Ettington Chase, running 
very well indeed. But on the way back it disgraced itself, refusing 
to drive in top gear – so we had to travel home somewhat more 
slowly in 2nd gear. The gearbox had finally succumbed to the heat 
and torque from the engine. Time for a serious think and rebuild. 
In the end, I contacted Laurie Barker, who is a Jensen TorqueFlite 
specialist – he apparently purchased most of the JML transmission 
spares when they ceased trading, and so was more than familiar with 
any TorqueFlite aka slushbox problems. 

Mike took the gearbox, out for me, and I transported it to Laurie at 
Didcot for him to perform his magic. A week or so later it went back 
into the car, complete with some non-standard modifications that 
were used in American police cars’ transmissions, plus a few tweaks 
of his own. All was well.

But how to stop the gearbox failing again? In the end, I made the 
decision to provide additional transmission oil cooling by fitting a 
new dedicated Setrab Proline oil cooler radiator into that gearbox oil 
circuit. This involved employing an interesting mixture of fittings to 
connect the original Jensen JIC/ BSP pipe transmission fittings with 
the modern metric fittings used by Setrab. Happily in Daventry (where 
I now live) there are several really good old-fashioned hydraulic hose 
suppliers who are more than happy to make up special ‘one-off’ 
hydraulic pipes and fittings, all at very reasonable prices. I kept the 
original oil cooler fitted to the engine radiator in use too – i.e. the 
two coolers were connected in series. This was probably unnecessary 
and is messy; at some future stage I will bypass the cooler in the 
engine radiator completely and just use the Setrab radiator alone. 
However, it would appear, after some 6000 miles of hard use, that 
the transmission problem is solved..... (Touch wood). 
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New Setrab Proline transmission oil cooler

Some of the JIC/BSP to metric fittings used

About this time I became aware of the kits for upgrading Interceptor 
brakes being produced by Fosseway Performance Ltd. Armed with 
some measurements and a sketch, I visited them with a rough 
drawing of the existing arrangement and a spare FF hub for a pattern. 
This revealed that they could indeed produce a special kit (at the 
time none had been designed for the FF’s 17” wheels), complete with 
ventilated discs. 

The kit was manufactured and duly fitted to my car by Priory Motors. 
The brakes now felt very reassuring, and I was delighted that Mike felt 
it was a very well-designed brake kit too.

The new Fosseway calipers and ventilated discs

Rough drawing of the FF’s existing front disc arrangement

I’d also discovered that both of the stainless steel headers had 
cracked, (they were manufactured and had a lifetime guarantee 
from JP Exhausts of Macclesfield) and these were replaced via their 
supplier Appleyards without demur. On looking at the Summit Racing 
web site, it appeared that most U.S. manufacturers of stainless steel 
headers would not guarantee them if they were coated with heat 
wrap – some even if ceramic coated – so I decided to dispense with 
Agriemech wrap on the FF, in case that was creating the problem. 
Since then the headers appear to be ok..... The final modification to 
the cooling system occurred in 2017, when a bespoke radiator shroud 
(made by N.A.R. again) was fitted to fully complete the cooling system 
modifications. The design sketch for it shown contains one error: the 
row of additional cooling holes along the bottom of the shroud was 
dispensed with in order to force as much air as possible through the 
fans themselves at low speed.  Fitting the shroud was straightforward 
if a little awkward. As a result, the engine temperature now stays 
under control in slow traffic on very hot days – even though the a/c 
radiator and transmission oil cooler radiator are mounted in front of 
its own radiator. 

Design sketch of FF radiator shroud for N.A.R.
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The engine temperature gauge needle now will slowly climb from 
Normal towards the Hot (red) marking, but then the fans cut in and 
quickly bring it back down to Normal again. Result - at long, long 
last.....

I’d always wanted a car lift in my garage, having used an outside 
pit at our previous house for a number of years. That one was 
quite serviceable, but apart from having to pump out the inevitable 
rainwater that had collected inside it (first netting out the numerous 
frogs that seemed to enjoy its murky, oily depths) it was also rather 
cold working outside too. 

I chose a Strongman Clifton scissor lift, which has a maximum lift 
of 1000mm, for which the garage had just about got sufficient 
headroom to accommodate that with the car on top. It’s a very useful 
device; my son Peter made up four ‘Pingus’ (named after the Pingu 
cartoon character of similar appearance) for the car. 

These fit between the car’s four jacking points and the steel base of 
the scissor lift – thus enabling the car to be lifted completely ‘wheels 
free’. Excellent, the only downer being that I also discovered when 
Cropredy  Bridge had replaced the chassis tubes back in 2004, the new 
jacking points they had fitted into the tubes were slightly too small to 
accommodate the car’s jacking tube – it’s a good job I’d never needed 
to use it to replace a  punctured wheel during the last 13 years..... 

However, there’s no fool like an old fool, and I’m getting quite old. 
One day I lifted the FF up into the air – but for once the double garage 
door was open (it’s an up and over door). There was an almighty crash 
and the FF’s roof collided with the door, stopping the lift. Arrrgghh. 
I could have cried. The FF’s roof was badly dented, and that was the 
good news – to get the lift down meant that the lift had to go up yet 
further to release it from its locking mechanism. Fortunately my son 
Peter came to the rescue – we had to disconnect and temporarily 
support the garage door from its holding brackets (it’s a steel double 
door, so rather heavy and really good fun), which gave the lift just 
sufficient headroom to release itself from its locking mechanism. 
Down to ground came the FF. It looked very sad – and its owner too. 

But the whole of Daventry and this part of the Midlands is full of 
specialists who can fix the most difficult issues. I was recommended 
to employ Dragon Dents, a company who specialise in ‘paintless dent 
removal’ using glue bars etc. They were as good as their word, and did 
a superb job for me – even Colin Holley was impressed by their result. 
It took them about three hours of painstaking work with glue strips 
and pullers, and lots of tapping from special hammers – the whole 
roof being illuminated by floodlights and a special photographer’s 
type white umbrella to aid visibility of the roof. 

The Strongman lift control panel now bears the inscription “close the 
(garage) door first and turn (it) off”.....

The Strongman lift with the ‘Pingus’ in use

Ouch! – I’m getting old..........
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The FF on a Scottish tour in 2017 – it went again in 2018, helping it to clock up nearly 3000 miles pa.

2018 saw the car back at C&H Autos for a refresh of the paintwork 
as necessary; Colin fitted a new front valance and restored the rear 
tailgate to its former glory, as rust was becoming re-established 
within it, causing the outside frame to become distorted.

Earlier this year I fitted LEDs to the front and rear sidelights, plus rear 
tailgate, bonnet and cabin interior. The difference is phenomenal, and 
I can now use the much brighter sidelights as driving lights. There 
is also the reassurance that if I do break down and need to use the 
hazard flashers, that the battery drain will be really minimal.  And so 
to this year’s NEC Classic Car Show, where the car was on display with 
three others on the JOC stand. The JOC stand was really excellent 

and beautifully illuminated, and far better than those of surrounding 
car clubs, including Lamborghini and Alfa Romeo. So all our cars drew 
a huge amount of public interest. I was especially delighted that so 
many members of the public were interested in the FF and knew what 
it was, and moreover in the various modifications that I’ve made to it 
over the years – which is where this article started!

Paul Strange

The engine bay as per the NEC 2019 – note the radiator shroud,  
cold air induction (air filters are in the bright aluminium tubes, the 

Edelbrock circular box is purely an air collector for the throttle bodies)
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(This article is published with the kind permission of the JCCA – the Jensen Car Club of Australia – and appeared in their magazine).

After the questions that I received during the 2017 Jensen rally 
with regard to the 6-pot big brake kit fitted to my car (a Mk III 

Interceptor), I thought I’d write an article on all the information, 
tips and tricks that I learnt in the process, and some different 
options to consider for those who may be thinking of going down 
the same route.

Around 6 years ago, I had to replace my 15 year old tyres on the car, as 
the rubber compound was getting older and harder which affected the 
level of grip of the tyre, so I was looking at all options. Luckily for me, 
at the time we had a strong Australian dollar which also coincided with 
a club member shipping 50 x 17” GKN replica wheels from the UK at a 
very reasonable price, so I bit the bullet and purchased a set of wheels 
for the car.  

However, after dummying up the 17” wheels to the car with the 
standard brakes, the bigger rims and larger gaps between the spokes 
highlighted the small sizing of the discs and calipers, so I went the whole 
hog and ordered a new 6 pot big brake kit for the front of the car.

So, why considering upgrading the brakes?
In my case, it wasn’t just the looks of the brake and calipers either - I 
wasn’t happy with the performance of my brakes from when I first 
restored the car 20 odd years ago, and my initial thoughts were that 
the kit would solve my problems. However, my brother played a bit of 
devil’s advocate with me, questioning whether I really had gotten the 
brakes to 100% perfect working order before I should be criticising 
them. For example, while I put new brake lines, rebuilt the calipers, 
etc., I still had the old brake pads on when I brought the car back in 
1989 (I wouldn’t have a clue what the pad material was), and whether  
there was another issue which caused the problem with the standard 
brakes.

With the benefit of hindsight, when we fitted the big brake kit, the 
braking performance was better but still poor (especially after start 
up). Rather than take the vacuum from the vacuum tank to the brake 
booster, we re-routed the vacuum lines direct from the intake manifold 
and found a definite improvement, justifying my brother’s initial 
thought of getting the brakes 100% in the first instance.....

Brake upgrades for 
Jensen Interceptors

Brakes
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Trial fitting the 17” wheels… a little bit too much daylight through those spokes for my liking....
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The big brake kit – larger discs and 6-pot calipers with 17” wheels.
Now, as I had fitted the 17” wheels, I had the room to fit larger discs 
and the 6 pot calipers. Here, as with the 4 pot caliper, you also had the 
options of either buying:-

• the calipers only, and engineering a mounting solution for the caliper 
and the larger discs; or

• a complete kit of calipers, discs, hats, hoses, etc.

In my case, I purchased a complete kit from the UK, and to the best of 
my knowledge, there are three big brake kits on offer for the fronts of 
the Interceptor that I currently know of, being from AP Racing (these 
are the calipers and kit as fitted to the Interceptor R’s), Fosseway 

New Brake Calipers: 4-pot (piston) calipers with 15” GKN wheels
If you’re looking to keep your original 15” wheels, but looking to upgrade 
your calipers with a lighter pair of aluminium calipers, then there are 
two options:-

1.  Buy the calipers separately, then engineer a mounting solution:  
There are several suppliers that will sell a 4 piston caliper which 
would fit under the confines of the original 15” GKN wheel, but 
you would have to have a mounting block designed, engineered 
and built to mount the caliper to the front upright and in line 
with the disc. One such caliper is the Hi-Spec Motorsports Billet 
4 Classic Road Caliper, available in Black, Blue, Red, Silver and 
Yellow colours:

2.  Buy a complete, bolt on caliper kit:
  Another option (and the one that I would recommend) would 

be to purchase a kit, which in this instance would be the front 
calipers, the mounting block, and hopefully all the ancillaries 
like the flexible brake hoses, mounting bolts, etc. If these were 
purchased overseas, the good news is that all of these items 
wouldn’t weigh much more than the calipers alone, and all of the 
hard work is done for you, so it seems the logical way to proceed. 
The two 4 pot caliper kits that I know of for the Interceptors are 
those made by Fosseway Performance in the UK, and BCC Brake 
calipers (which Martin Robey are selling with the Jensen logo).

Below: BCC brake calipers (Martin Robey)

Fosseway 4 pot caliper kit
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Performance, or the HiSpec Motorsports kit sold by Richard Appleyard 
Motors, which is the kit that I ended up fitting on my car.

While I wasn’t too endeared with the Hi Spec branding on the caliper, 
I had a chat with a spray painter who mentioned that he could paint 
and clear coat them with a quality 2-pack paint that could take the 
heat – but – to do a great job, I would have to dismantle the caliper 
prior to painting. Well, this sounded all too hard at first, but the more 
that I thought about this and researched it, the more that I realised that 
it was do-able:-

1. Hi-Spec provided all of the torque specifications on their website 
to rebuild the calipers

2. The calipers were clean and new, so should be easy to dismantle 
and reconstruct

3. When dismantled, I used JB Weld (a high temp epoxy) to fill the 
sunken naming and sanded then back smooth; and

4. I could add a hi-temp vinyl decal to the caliper after painting (but 
under the clear coat) to customise the caliper

So, I had him paint the calipers and the disc hats the same colour, then 
commenced the reassembly. Everything did go very smoothly with 
the install, with the longest job being the rotating of the disc and hat 
assembly onto the hub in order to minimise the run-out measurement 
to prevent brake shudder. 

All was going well until almost right to the end (and I knew that it was 
almost too good to be true), when it was time to mount the brake hose 
from the caliper to the body, and I found that the hose  was 9cm too 
short (it was an early kit, so others shouldn’t have this problem). 

No problems I thought - go to a local brake / clutch manufacturer to 
build a new hose exactly as per the originals, but 9cm longer. However, 
they mistakenly fit metric threads to both ends instead of a metric 
thread to the caliper end, and a UNF thread to the brake tubing on the 
body. Unfortunately, that’s another long story, but I guess that here’s 
another reason why the extra dollars in buying a kit would help to 
minimise these problems.....

The other option that I previously mentioned was just purchasing the 
6-pot calipers only, and having a kit designed here in Australia. My 
brother actually suggested this, and at the time I thought that the 

convenience of a kit would be the easier way to go. However, by the 
time you price a 35kg parcel to be delivered ½ way around the world 
(the steel discs are HEAVY), then realise that if you need a new set of 
discs you need to freight them from the UK every time, then consider 
that DBA Australia has a catalogue of rotors, etc. available to buy here 
in Australia, maybe the additional price of building a big brake here in 
Australia using an imported caliper isn’t a bad idea. If you really wanted 
to save some dollars, you could probably utilise a set of locally made 
Holden HSV or Ford FPV discs for the braking system, design the caliper 
mount, and also source a set of local pads and disc hats as well.  

Rear Calipers and handbrake assembly
Now, some of you may be asking, what about the rear brakes?

I’ve heard that Fosseway Performance make a rear brake upgrade (larger 
discs, upgraded calipers with inbuilt handbrake, etc.), but I haven’t seen 
any photos as yet. 

On their website, Fosseway Performance list a rear brake upgrade for 
MkI, II and Mk III Interceptors which mention upgraded brake pads, and I 
think that the upgraded Interceptor R’s have upgraded their rear calipers 
as well (don’t know if there is a kit for this), but there is a caliper made 
by HI Spec Motorsports which appears to be a very promising design, as 
it has an integral handbrake built in. 

I’m tempted to research 
this one, but my next 
problem would be 
whether to fit larger rear discs to  
match the larger front, slotted discs, 
but then I’ll have the problem of 
removing the hubs from the rear axle (does 
anyone have a homemade tool for this). Maybe I’ll just get the calipers 
for the standard rear discs, then fit the larger discs another time.

 Verdict??? 
So how do the new brakes perform?

This was a really interesting one, as I had such high expectations at 
first, then realised that I had possibly been expecting too much (but 
remember my issue regarding poor vacuum assist especially at start-up). 
Once we fixed the vacuum issues, it was much better, and then once I 
gave the new pads time to bed into the discs (around 250 kilometres), 
there was another noticeable improvement again.  

In summary, the brakes work very well and I’m glad that I did the 
upgrade from a visual aspect, but I’m afraid that my vacuum issues that 
existed when I had the standard brakes on the car means that I couldn’t 
really give a fair, back to back comparison from the old braking system 
to the newer 6-pot calipers and the big rotors.

However, if I was in a position in having to restore the original calipers 
(hot tank, new seal kit and stainless pistons), being around $700 for the 
pair, purchase new rotors at around $400 for the pair (plus shipping), 
which will tip you well over the $1,000 dollar mark, then I’d definitely 
buy a 4/6 pot caliper kit.

Dino Fritz

HiSpec Motorsports kit fitted by Dino to his MkIII
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 JENSEN INTERCEPTOR MK 2 & 3 
AIR CONDITIONING KITS & PARTS 

FOR ALL FACTORY FITTED A/C CARS UPGRADE 
YOURS TO A NEW CURRENT SPEC SYSTEM 

BE COOL & SAFE, AND GET YOUR
A/C RUNNING AGAIN

ALL MADE TO ORDER, TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
CLASSIC VEHICLE A/C PARTS SOURCED INCLUDING 
COMPRESSORS, CONDENSERS, DRIERS AND PIPES 

FOR MOST MAKES & MODELS PIPES CAN BE MADE 
CUSTOM BUILT FROM PATTERNS OR ON SITE - WE 
DON’T JUST CATER FOR INTERCEPTORS SEE THE 
WEBSITE - CLASSICS / HEAVY EQUIPMENT / OFF 

ROAD/ HGV / LCV 

CALL US / EMAIL US WITH YOUR REQUIREMENTS 
TEL: +44 (0)7850920968 
EMAIL: sales@fenair.co.uk 
Visit our website: www.fenair.co.uk 
www.facebook.com/007ClassicAirCon/ JOC FORUM: 007aircon

FENAIR.indd   1 28/08/2019   14:22

For more information about 

advertising in the  

Jensen Owners’ Club 
magazine 

please contact  
ads@joc.org.uk

OWNER S ’  CLUB
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Letters to the Editor

Avoiding online cAr frAud

Dear JOC,
I’m writing to you because every week classic car enthusiasts around 
the world are exposed to online fraud, and the problem is escalating. It 
was recently revealed that the FBI in the US has actively investigated 
fraud schemes involving classic cars since 2016, and that in August 
2018 they charged a group of 25 men who had scammed buyers 
out of $4.5 million. These men now face up to 50 years each in a 
US prison, but it is clear that the FBI have so far only uncovered the 
tip of a huge iceberg of organised crime. https://www.msn.com/en-
us/autos/classic-cars/fbi-halts-dollar45-million-classic-car-fraud-
scheme/ar-BBLDo5j

I experienced attempted classic car fraud myself in March 2019, and I 
was so infuriated by the experience that I made it my mission to help 
others avoid falling into the same trap. After a thorough investigation 
into how the fraudsters operate, I collected all my findings on the 
website http://autocuro.com under the following main sections:

• A detailed example of online fraud: Radial Vintage Classics.
• What YOU can do to avoid online fraud.
• The 10-point checklist you MUST follow when buying a classic 

car online.

If by sharing this information with other classic car enthusiasts I have 
prevented even only one more case of fraud, and the despair and 
economic loss that comes with it, then I will have succeeded in my 
mission! I hope you will consider sharing this important information 
with the members of JOC, as an editorial or as a link on your website. 
Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or 
require further information.

Peter Jameson

registering or re-registering A  
clAssic cAr in the uK

Following the DVLA closure of all the local vehicle registration offices 
the responsibility for inspecting historic cars and approving vehicle 
registration applications has been delegated to the various car clubs. 
In the Jensen Owners’ Club, this is with the General Secretary. There 
are principally 3 different types of registration activities:-

1. Registering a car that is not on the DVLA computer. This 
could be a barn find that hasn’t been used since before 1983 
when computerisation was completed and so it never got 
registered or it could be an imported car.

2. Getting an original registration re-allocated to a car that is 
currently on an age related registration

3. Registering a car as a rebuilt classic

The first case is relatively straightforward. You apply to the DVLA 
on a V55/5 form. If the car has been imported you will also need 
confirmation that your NOVA application to HMRC has been 

processed. You will also need confirmation of date of manufacture. 
In most cases a dating certificate can be obtained from Martin 
Robey who hold many of the original Jensen factory records. Where 
proof of date of manufacture cannot be determined the DVLA may 
allocate a “Q” registration. These applications are dealt with by the 
new car registration unit at the DVLA.

If you want to have an original UK registration re-allocated to a 
car the process is far more rigorous because, in the UK, registration 
marks are never re-issued once the car is scrapped, and so the DVLA 
need to be certain that the requested mark is being re-allocated 
to the car it was originally allocated to. These applications are 
made using a V765/1 form. The critical thing here is that proof 
of the original registration is needed, and that proof must link the 
registration mark and the chassis number. This must be dated from 
before 1983 so unfortunately information recorded in the Chassis 
Data book by Richard Calver is not accepted. Generally though, an 
original old style log book or copy of the original local authority 
registration record is required. Other documentation such as 
letters between Jensen Motors Limited and the original owner are 
regarded by the DVLA as circumstantial and may or may not be 
accepted. 

Finally the car must be substantially complete, photographed 
and inspected by the club. If all is in order we need to support 
the application by certifying the accompanying documents and 
countersigning the V765/1 application form. The DVLA will reject 
any V765/1 application that is not complete or is not supported 
by the club. A V55/5 application to register a car for the first time 
can be combined with a V765/1 application to get the original 
registration re-allocated. This type of application will additionally 
require proof of date of manufacture as well as all the requirements 
of the V765/1 application. The DVLA will reject the application if 
any part of this is missing or incomplete.

The final type of application is for a “reconstructed classic”. 
Generally this is where a car of the original style has been 
constructed from parts coming from more than one car, but I think 
this could also be used in the case where it is not possible to prove 
original date of manufacture. It could be the chassis from one car 
and the body from another, but the final car is a true representation 
of an example of the original car. For a car being registered in this 
category the car must be completed and MOT’d even if the car will 
subsequently be MOT exempt. The car will need to be inspected 
by the club and each of the major components dated. Major 
components are Chassis, Body, Engine, Transmission, Axles (front 
and rear), Steering and Suspension. The registration and date of 
manufacture will be based on the date of the youngest component. 
For example if the chassis dates from 1961 but the engine dates 
from 1966 the car will be given a “D” suffix registration and the 
date of manufacture will be recorded as 1966. Such a car will still 
be registered as a historic car.

Chris Reed
JOC General Sec
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READY TO WEAR AND BESPOKE COVERS FOR ALL CAR MODELS

PROTECTOR4 FLEECE LINED BREATHABLE FROM £112 

OUTDOOR CUSTOM WATERPROOF FROM £275

CUSTOM INDOOR COVERS FROM £279
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High Performance Jensen Brake Kits 

Classic Car Batteries 

High Output Alternators 

Dynator Conversions 

High Torque Starter Motors 

01386 426 249 
Blockley | Glos. | England 

Engineered in the Heart of England 
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SOUTH DOWNS
(W & E SUSSEX)
DAVID WRIGHT
 01903 746101

 southdowns@joc.org.uk

AREAS CO-ORDINATOR
COLIN AND DIANE MAYES

 01775 725020 

 areas@joc.org.uk

SOUTHERN
 PHIL FISH 

 07952 942048

EDWARD BROWN 
 07976 282667

  southern@joc.org.uk

SOUTH WEST
JOHN PYM

 07831 777665

 southwest@joc.org.uk

LONDON SOUTH
THAMES & SURREY

STEVE HODDER
 07970 973672
 surrey@joc.org.uk

KENT & S.E. LONDON
TIM CLARK

 01322 333484

 kent@joc.org.uk

LONDON NORTH,
N. WEST & CENTRAL

CHRIS GALE
 07746 381506

 northlondon@joc.org.uk

LONDON WEST
DAVID DEVINE
 0208 8452765

 westlondon@joc.org.uk

THAMES VALLEY
BRIAN & JOAN RAPER
 01256 780718

 thamesvalley@joc.org.uk

SOUTH BUCKS & OXON
SHAUN WINFIELD
 07969 129382

 oxon@joc.org.uk

ESSEX
DAVE BARNETT
 01708 456439

 essex@joc.org.uk

WESSEX 
CLIVE & LINDSEY BISHOP
 07891 049169 (CLIVE)
 07971 798595 (LINDSEY)
 wessex@joc.org.uk

THREE COUNTIES
(HERTS, BEDS & CAMBS)

BERNARD TOMINEY
 07595 221642

 threecounties@joc.org.uk

SUFFOLK
PETER & LYNDA HEYWOOD

 07434 524072

 suffolk@joc.org.uk

SOUTH WALES
RICHARD STREETER
 07717 674670

 southwales@joc.org.uk

NORTHANTS
ANGUS FORSYTH
 07786 240377

0844 8241130
 northants@joc.org.uk

NORFOLK
COLIN & DIANE MAYES
 01775 725020
(offi ce hours only)
 norfolk@joc.org.uk

WARWICKS, 
WORCS.,& W.MIDS

STEVE ZACAROLI (ZAC)
 01905 610908
 3w@joc.org.uk

CHESHIRE
ADRIAN HOWELLS
 01270 664609

 cheshire@joc.org.uk

LINCS & NOTTS
RICHARD CLEWS
 07720 215383 

 lincs@joc.org.uk

NORTH WEST
DAVID MANOCK
 07506 001431

 northwest@joc.org.uk

SCOTLAND
RICHARD GIBSON
 01463 794402 

 scotland@joc.org.uk

YORKSHIRE
Chris Cawthron
 07956 661306

 yorkshire@joc.org.uk

CUMBRIA
GRAHAM CURTIS
 01539 624984

 cumbria@joc.org.uk
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GROUP

www.martinrobey.com   |   info@martinrobey.co.uk   |   +44(0) 2476 386 903

Join our mailing list to keep up to date with all the latest parts and offers. 

GEAR KNOB C/W PUSH 
BUTTON & SPRING

£119.33 Ex. VAT 2660357

CONNECTION HOSE 1/2
£11.85 Ex. VAT

CT1125

HUB CAP CV8 
EMBLEM

£32.13 Ex. VAT 23238

PULLEY PAS 
ALUMINIUM

£91.79 Ex. VAT 3698826

FUEL TANK HEALEY 
ALUMINIUM

£457.88 Ex. VAT 97508

RADIATOR ASSEMBLY 
HEALEY ALUMINIUM

£319.13 Ex. VAT 90554AL

TANK SENDER 
UNIT

£59.66 Ex. VAT 91169

DOOR HANDLE 
GASKET KIT

£11.05 Ex. VAT 90350K
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